10.5

WIDE

PRO

With all the great benefits found on the 10.5m PRO
model of a classic high sheer bow, reinforced deep V
hull, it comes with the added bonus of an extra
generous 3.5 metre beam, designed to deliver the
ultimate offshore response. Offering incredible
design flexibility, from a simple center console for
optimal work space to multiple seating arrangements
including two rows of bench seating with central isle.
From crew and passenger transport to cabin
arrangements for all weather protection or overnight
accommodations, this flagship model answers the
needs of virtually any application.
Depending on speed and load requirements, the 10.5
offers the choice of twin, triple outboards or twin
diesel sterndrives or jets.
Ribcraft 10.5 has an cross linked inner matrix
construction making her incredibly strong; the layout
is to commercial specification. The tubes are bonded
to the hull over an extended tube flange that gives
them far superior bonding strength between tube and
hull than conventional flanges. The end product is an
immensely strong hull and tube that meets M.C.A.
approval.

Overall length:
10.5 Meters
Tube Material:
Hypalon 1100 Dtx
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Overall beam:
3.5 Meters
Tube Diameter:
550 mm

Internal Length:
9.5 Meters

Internal Beam:
2.5 Meters

Weight:
DOSPEC

Minimum
Horsepower:
200

Maximum
Horsepower:
700

Maximum
number of
persons: 16

DESIGNED IN UK MADE IN UK ME & USA

PROFESSIONAL RANGE: 10.5 M WIDE
Designed for extended passages and operations requiring large payload capacities,
the 10.5m PRO offers incredible design flexibility.

Layout Option 1:
Touring double console with 14 x One person jockey seat.

Test Data from Ribcraft 10.5 m Pro. Engine: Twin 8LV350hp Inboard. Fuel Tank Capacity: Twin 400 litre. Weight: 5600kgs approx.
Rpm
Speed (Knots)
Litres Per Hour
Litres Per Nautical Mile

1000
7.20
0.20
0.03

1500
9.10
11.0
1.21

2000
13.0
21.0
1.62

2500
22.0
44.0
2.00

3000
31.5
70.0
2.22

3500
37.0
114
3.08

3860
42.0
140
3.33

*Image of actual boat used in Test Data.

Layout Option 2:
DP double console with 14 x One person jockey seat.

Layout Option 3:
Touring double console, 2 x One person jockey seat,
8 x Sea safari bench seat.

PROFESSIONAL
LEISURE
MILITARY

Fully customised. Heavy-duty commercial grade construction. Built to perform in the most inclement of conditions. Data may vary with changes in specification, weather, elevation & load. Information is provided as a guideline only.

